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Public innovation and digitalization are reshaping organizations and society in various
ways and within multiple fields, as innovations are essential in transforming our world
and addressing global sustainability and development challenges. This book addresses the
fascinating relationship of these two contemporary topics and explores the role of
digital transformation in promoting public innovation. This edited collection includes
examples of innovations that emerge suddenly, practices for processing innovations, and
the requirements for transformation from innovation to the "new normal". Acknowledging
that public innovation refers to the development and realization of new and creative
ideas that challenge conventional wisdom and disrupt the established practices within a
specific context, expert contributions from international scholars explore and illustrate
the various activities that are happening in the world of multiple digitalization
opportunities. The content covers public administration, technical and business
management, human, social, and future sciences, paying attention to the interaction
between public and private sectors to utilize digitalization in order to facilitate
public innovation. This timely book will be of interest to researchers, academics and
students in the fields of technology and innovation management, as well as knowledge
management, public service management and administration.
“Reliability and Risk Issues in Large Scale Safety-critical Digital Control Systems”
provides a comprehensive coverage of reliability issues and their corresponding
countermeasures in the field of large-scale digital control systems, from the hardware
and software in digital systems to the human operators who supervise the overall process
of large-scale systems. Unlike other books which examine theories and issues in
individual fields, this book reviews important problems and countermeasures across the
fields of software reliability, software verification and validation, digital systems,
human factors engineering and human reliability analysis. Divided into four sections
dealing with software reliability, digital system reliability, human reliability and
human operators in large-scale digital systems, the book offers insights from
professional researchers in each specialized field in a diverse yet unified approach.
Many of the products consumers use today use a combination of both computer software and
hardware components. This groundbreaking book offers professionals an in-depth
understanding of PDM and SCM. It points out the similarities and differences of these two
processes, and explains how they can be combined to ensure effective and efficient
component integration.
This book presents revised full versions of the best papers accepted for the SCM-4 and
SCM-5 Workshops on Software Configuration Management, held in connection with the 1994
and 1995 IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE). The 22 papers
included give a unique overview on and introduction to current software configuration
management issues. SCM is the discipline of managing software evolution. It is concerned
with controlling evolving software products and supporting teams and activities involved
in the development of complex software systems. SCM attracts the attention of SE design
and development professionals, of researchers, and of software managers.
Configuration Management for Senior Managers
From Pre-Sales to Post-Production
Digital Avionics Handbook
11th International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries, ICADL 2008, Bali, Indonesia,
December 2-5, 2008, Proceedings
Digital Forensics Processing and Procedures
Civil and Military Applications
Most introductory texts provide a technology-based survey of methods and techniques that leaves the
reader without a clear understanding of the interrelationships between methods and techniques. By
providing a strategy-based introduction, the reader is given a clear understanding of how to provide
overlapping defenses for critical information. This understanding provides a basis for engineering and
risk-management decisions in the defense of information. Information security is a rapidly growing
field, with a projected need for thousands of professionals within the next decade in the government
sector alone. It is also a field that has changed in the last decade from a largely theory-based
discipline to an experience-based discipline. This shift in the field has left several of the classic
texts with a strongly dated feel. Provides a broad introduction to the methods and techniques in the
field of information security Offers a strategy-based view of these tools and techniques, facilitating
selection of overlapping methods for in-depth defense of information Provides very current view of the
emerging standards of practice in information security
The book provides a comprehensive approach to configuration management from a variety of product
development perspectives, including embedded and IT. It provides authoritative advice on how to extend
products for a variety of markets due to configuration options. The book also describes the importance
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of configuration management to other parts of the organization. It supplies an overview of configuration
management and its process elements to provide readers with a contextual understanding of the theory,
practice, and application of CM. The book illustrates the interplay of configuration and data management
with all enterprise resources during each phase of a product lifecycle.
571.4.8
Successfully Implement High-Value Configuration Management Processes in Any Development Environment As
IT systems have grown increasingly complex and mission-critical, effective configuration management (CM)
has become critical to an organization’s success. Using CM best practices, IT professionals can
systematically manage change, avoiding unexpected problems introduced by changes to hardware, software,
or networks. Now, today’s best CM practices have been gathered in one indispensable resource showing you
how to implement them throughout any agile or traditional development organization. Configuration
Management Best Practices is practical, easy to understand and apply, and fully reflects the day-to-day
realities faced by practitioners. Bob Aiello and Leslie Sachs thoroughly address all six “pillars” of
CM: source code management, build engineering, environment configuration, change control, release
engineering, and deployment. They demonstrate how to implement CM in ways that support software and
systems development, meet compliance rules such as SOX and SAS-70, anticipate emerging standards such as
IEEE/ISO 12207, and integrate with modern frameworks such as ITIL, COBIT, and CMMI. Coverage includes
Using CM to meet business objectives, contractual requirements, and compliance rules Enhancing quality
and productivity through lean processes and “just-in-time” process improvement Getting off to a good
start in organizations without effective CM Implementing a Core CM Best Practices Framework that
supports the entire development lifecycle Mastering the “people” side of CM: rightsizing processes,
overcoming resistance, and understanding workplace psychology Architecting applications to take full
advantage of CM best practices Establishing effective IT controls and compliance Managing tradeoffs and
costs and avoiding expensive pitfalls Configuration Management Best Practices is the essential resource
for everyone concerned with CM: from CTOs and CIOs to development, QA, and project managers and software
engineers to analysts, testers, and compliance professionals.
Advances in Digital Government
ICSE SCM-4 and SCM-5 Workshops. Selected Papers
Meeting the Requirements of ISO 17020, ISO 17025, ISO 27001 and Best Practice Requirements
Practical Methods that Work in the Real World (Adobe Reader)
Public Innovation and Digital Transformation

Helps in the development of large software projects. Uses a well-known open-source software prototype system
(Vesta developed at Digital and Compaq Systems Research Lab).
This comprehensive explanation of Software Configuration Management (SCM) provides a basic definition of SCM
as a scientific tool that brings control to the developmental process, and explains the procedures for SCM
implementation in any organization. It also reviews each phase in the software development life cycle, and
teaches how SCM can help software developers avoid pitfalls at every step.
Advances In Digital Government presents a collection of in-depth articles that addresses a representative crosssection of the matrix of issues involved in implementing digital government systems. These articles constitute a
survey of both the technical and policy dimensions related to the design, planning and deployment of digital
government systems. The research and development projects within the technical dimension represent a wide
range of governmental functions, including the provisioning of health and human services, management of energy
information, multi-agency integration, and criminal justice applications. The technical issues dealt with in these
projects include database and ontology integration, distributed architectures, scalability, and security and privacy.
The human factors research emphasizes compliance with access standards for the disabled and the policy articles
contain both conceptual models for developing digital government systems as well as real management
experiences and results in deploying them. Advances In Digital Government presents digital government issues
from the perspectives of different communities and societies. This geographic and social diversity illuminates a
unique array of policy and social perspectives, exposing practitioners to new and useful ways of thinking about
digital government.
Configuration management (CM) is frequently misunderstood. This discipline is growing in popularity because it
allows project participants to better identify potential problems, manage change, and efficiently track the progress
of a software project. This book gives the reader a practical understanding of the complexity and
comprehensiveness of the discipline.
Reliability and Risk Issues in Large Scale Safety-critical Digital Control Systems
Annual Historical Review ...
Configuration Management Principles and Practice
Strategic Approaches to Digital Platform Security Assurance
Configuration Management and Performance Verification of Explosives-Detection Systems
Digital Logic Circuits using VHDL
The book is written for an undergraduate course on digital electronics. The book provides basic concepts, procedures and several relevant examples to help the
readers to understand the analysis and design of various digital circuits. It also introduces hardware description language, VHDL. The book teaches you the logic
gates, logic families, Boolean algebra, simplification of logic functions, analysis and design of combinational circuits using SSI and MSI circuits and analysis and
design of the sequential circuits. This book provides in-depth information about multiplexers, de-multiplexers, decoders, encoders, circuits for arithmetic
operations, various types of flip-flops, counters and registers. It also covers asynchronous sequential circuits, memories and programmable logic devices.
Planning and Architectural Design of Integrated Services Digital Networks: Civil and Military Applications provides a comprehensive treatment of ISDNs: how to
plan and design them architecturally and how to implement them so that they meet certain given user requirements ranging from a variety of service demands to
transmission performance, security, reliability/availability, capability for growth, interoperability with other ISDN and non-ISDN networks and, of course, cost.
The book concentrates on the application of ISDN concepts and standards to the planning and design of real costed networks to meet certain specified user
requirements. Where there are multiple options, considerations and rationale on the choice of network aspects and standards are discussed. The unique feature of
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the book, compared with other books on ISDN, is that it expounds an original methodology which starts from an assumed or given set of complete user
requirements and proceeds to designing a complete network taking into account the technology and standards of ISDN, as well as some constraints including cost
which may be imposed. Planning and Architectural Design of Integrated Services Digital Networks describes computer-aided design tools employed for
dimensioning the network for various traffic loads and for assessing its traffic carrying performance for assessing different precedence categories and network
configurations, transmission conditions and routing algorithms which may be static-deterministic or dynamic-adaptive. Aspects such as surveillance and control,
security, survivability and EMP protection are also addressed. Planning and Architectural Design of Integrated Services Digital Networks: Civil and Military
Applications is an excellent reference source and may be used as a text for advanced courses on the subject.
Get a 360-degree view of digital project management. Learn proven best practices from case studies and real-world scenarios. A variety of project management
tools, templates, models, and frameworks are covered. This book provides an in-depth view of digital project management from initiation to execution to
monitoring and maintenance. Covering end-to-end topics from pre-sales to post-production, the book explores project management from various dimensions.
Each core concept is complemented by case studies and real-world scenarios. The Complete Guide to Digital Project Management provides valuable tools for your
use such as: Frameworks: governance, quality, knowledge transfer, root cause analysis, digital product evaluation, digital consulting, estimation Templates:
estimation, staffing, resource induction, RACI Models: governance, estimation, pricing, digital maturity continuous execution, earned value management and
effort forecast Metrics: project management, quality What You’ll Learn Study best practices and failure scenarios in digital projects, including common
challenges, recurring problem themes, and leading indicators of project failures Explore an in-depth discussion of topics related to project quality and project
governance Understand Agile and Scrum practices for Agile execution See how to apply Quality Management in digital projects, including a quality strategy, a
quality framework, achieving quality in various project phases, and quality best practices Be able to use proven metrics and KPIs to track, monitor, and measure
project performance Discover upcoming trends and innovations in digital project management Read more than 20 real-world scenarios in digital project
management with proven best practices to handle the scenarios, and a chapter on a digital transformation case study Who This Book Is For Software project
managers, software program managers, account managers, software architects, lead developers, and digital enthusiasts
Adapting Configuration Management for Agile Teams provides very tangible approaches on how Configuration Management with its practices and
infrastructure can be adapted and managed in order to directly benefit agile teams. Written by Mario E. Moreira, author of Software Configuration
Management Implementation Roadmap, columnist for CM Crossroads online community and writer for the Agile Journal, this unique book provides concrete
guidance on tailoring CM for Agile projects without sacrificing the principles of Configuration Management.
Complete Guide to Digital Project Management
Interoperability for digital engineering systems
A Guide to Software Configuration Management
A Business-Driven Digital Transformation Framework for Industry 4.0
Report of the NIST Workshop on Digital Signature Certificate Management
Regulatory Guide 1.169 ... Configuration Management Plans for Digital Computer Software Used in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants ... U.s

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International C- ference on
Asian Digital Libraries (ICADL 2008) held in Bali, Indonesia, in December 2008. The
objective of this conference series is to provide a forum for presentation of highquality research in the ?eld of digital libraries. ICADL 2008 provided an opportunity for
digital libraries researchers and practitioners in the Asia Paci?c area and beyond to
gather to explore ideas, exchange and share experiences, and further build the research
network in this region. ICADL 2008 was a truly international event, with presenters from
21 countries. A total of 63 papers were accepted for inclusion in the proceedings: 30
full papers, 20 short papers, and extended abstracts of 13 posters. Submissions were
subject to a rigorous, blind peer-review process. The research topics cover the spectrum
of digital libraries, including multimedia digital libraries, usab- ity and evaluation,
information retrieval, ontologies, social tagging, metadata issues, multi- and crosslanguage retrieval, digital preservation, scholarly p- lishing and communities, and more.
Additionally, three tutorials were o?ered in association with the conference by Andreas
Rauber (Vienna University of Technology), David Bainbridge (University of Waikato), and
George Buchanan (Swansea University).
Nowadays it is impossible to imagine a business without technology as most industries are
becoming "smarter" and more tech-driven, ranging from small individual tech initiatives
to complete business models with intertwined supply chains and "platform"-based business
models. New ways of working, such as agile and DevOps, have been introduced, leading to
new risks. These risks come in the form of new challenges for teams working together in a
distributed manner, privacy concerns, human autonomy, and cybersecurity concerns.
Technology is now integrated into the business discipline and is here to stay leading to
the need for a thorough understanding of how to address these risks and all the potential
problems that could arise. With the advent of organized crime, such as hacks and denialof-service attacks, all kinds of malicious actors are infiltrating the digital society in
new and unique ways. Systems with poor design, implementation, and configurations are
easily taken advantage of. When it comes to integrating business and technology, there
needs to be approaches for assuring security against risks that can threaten both
businesses and their digital platforms. Strategic Approaches to Digital Platform Security
Assurance offers comprehensive design science research approaches to extensively examine
risks in digital platforms and offer pragmatic solutions to these concerns and
challenges. This book addresses significant problems when transforming an organization
embracing API-based platform models, the use of DevOps teams, and issues in technological
architectures. Each section will examine the status quo for business technologies, the
current challenges, and core success factors and approaches that have been used. This
book is ideal for security analysts, software engineers, computer engineers, executives,
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managers, IT consultants, business professionals, researchers, academicians, and students
who want to gain insight and deeper knowledge of security in digital platforms and gain
insight into the most important success factors and approaches utilized by businesses.
The main aim of this book is to offer companies a simple and practical method to assess
their maturity in the Governance Information System, so that they are in working order to
face the challenges of Digital Transformation. How can companies effectively manage their
investment in IT systems and make the most of their development?
Configuration Management for Senior Managers is written to help managers in product
manufacturing and engineering environments identify the ways in which they can streamline
their products and processes through proactive documentation control and product
lifecycle management. Experienced consultant Frank Watts gives a practitioner’s view
tailored to the needs of management, without the textbook theory that can be hard to
translate into real-world change. Unlike competing books that focus on CM within software
and IT environments, this engineering-focused resource is packed with examples and
lessons learned from leading product development and manufacturing companies, making it
easy to apply the approach to your business. Developed to help you identify key policies
and practices needing attention in your organization to establish and maintain
consistency of processes and products, and to reduce operational costs Focused on
configuration management (CM) within manufacturing and engineering settings, with
relevant examples from leading companies Written by an experienced consultant and
practitioner with the knowledge to provide real-world insights and solutions, not just
textbook theory
Configuration Management
Adapting Configuration Management for Agile Teams
The Digital Practitioner Foundation Study Guide
Theory, Practice, and Application
Configuration Management, Second Edition
Digital Libraries: Universal and Ubiquitous Access to Information
Content Description #Includes bibliographical references and index.
This report assesses the configuration-management and performance-verification options for the development and regulation of
commercially available Explosive Detection Systems (EDS) and other systems designed for detection of explosives. In particular,
the panel authoring this report (1) assessed the advantages and disadvantages of methods used for configuration management
and performance verification relative to the FAA's needs for explosives-detection equipment regulation, (2) outlined a "quality
management program" that the FAA can follow that includes configuration management and performance verification and that will
encourage commercial development and improvement of explosives-detection equipment while ensuring that such systems are
manufactured to meet FAA certification requirements, and (3) outlined a performance-verification strategy that the FAA can follow
to ensure that EDSs continue to perform at certification specifications in the airport environment.
As businesses aim to compete internationally, they must be apprised of new methods and technologies to improve their digital
marketing strategy in order to remain ahead of their competition. Trends in entrepreneurship that drive consumer engagement and
business initiatives, such as social media marketing, yields customer retention and positive feedback. Advanced Methodologies
and Technologies in Digital Marketing and Entrepreneurship provides information on emerging trends in business innovation,
entrepreneurship, and marketing strategies. While highlighting challenges such as successful social media interactions and
consumer engagement, this book explores valuable information within various business environments and industries such as ecommerce, small and medium enterprises, hospitality and tourism management, and customer relationship management. This
book is an ideal source for students, marketers, social media marketers, business managers, public relations professionals,
promotional coordinators, economists, hospitality industry professionals, entrepreneurs, and researchers looking for relevant
information on new methods in digital marketing and entrepreneurship.
Here is the first published description of the processes and practices, tools, and methods this industry giant uses to develop its
software products. This 'shirt-sleeves' guide is packed with diagrams and tables that illustrate each step in the complex software
development process. You'll learn all about Digital's standard 'phase review process,' the role of teams and their leaders, how
CASE tools work, and how to control a project while improving productivity and product quality.
Technology, Human Factors, and Policy
Theory and Application for Engineers, Managers, and Practitioners
Balancing Sustainability and Speed
Methods and Tools for Software Configuration Management
Digital Transformation
Configuration Management Best Practices
This is the Digital Practitioner Foundation Study Guide for the DPBoK Part 1 Examination. It gives an
overview of every learning objective included in the Digital Practitioner Foundation syllabus, and
provides in-depth coverage on preparing and taking the DPBoK Part 1 Examination. It is specifically
designed to help individuals prepare for certification. This Study Guide is excellent material for: •
Senior digital business professionals who need an increased awareness of digital practices • Mid-career
IT professionals who need to stay relevant and validate their digital Subject Matter Expert (SME) status
in specific domain areas • Entry-level computing and digital business professionals • College-level
students and computing and digital business majors It covers the following topics: • An introduction to
DPBoK Foundation certification, including the DPBoK Part 1 Examination • Key terminology, key concepts,
and the structure of the Body of Knowledge • Basic concepts employed by the Digital Practitioner • The
capabilities of digital infrastructure and initial concerns for its effective, efficient, and secure
operation • The objectives and activities of application development • Why product management is
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formalized as a company or team grows, and the differences between product and project management • The
key concerns and practices of work management as a team increases in size • The basic concepts and
practices of operations management in a digital/IT context • How to coordinate as the organization grows
into multiple teams and multiple products • IT investment and portfolio management • Organizational
structure, human resources, and cultural factors • Governance, risk, security, and compliance •
Information and data management on a large scale • Practices and methods for managing complexity using
Enterprise Architecture
Reviews the existing & required technologies for digital signature certification authorities & develops
recommendations for certificate contents, formats, generation, distribution, & storage. Discusses
certificate format, certification revocation lists, possible certificate management hierarchies, & the
difference between authentication & authorization certificates. Also covers the possibility of multiple
signatures on a single certificate, liability, trust, cross certification, & different levels of
assurance. List of acronyms.
Get a hands-on introduction to the Chef, the configuration management tool for solving operations issues
in enterprises large and small. Ideal for developers and sysadmins new to configuration management, this
guide shows you to automate the packaging and delivery of applications in your infrastructure. You’ll be
able to build (or rebuild) your infrastructure’s application stack in minutes or hours, rather than days
or weeks. After teaching you how to write Ruby-based Chef code, this book walks you through different
Chef tools and configuration management concepts in each chapter, using detailed examples throughout.
All you need to get started is command-line experience and familiarity with basic system administration.
Configure your Chef development environment and start writing recipes Create Chef cookbooks with recipes
for each part of your infrastructure Use Test Kitchen to manage sandbox testing environments Manage
single nodes with Chef client, and multiple nodes with Chef Server Use data bags for storing shared
global data between nodes Simulate production Chef Server environments with Chef Zero Classify different
types of services in your infrastructure with roles Model life stages of your application, including
development, testing, staging, and production
A practical guide to documentation and tracking for software engineers. This logically organized,
readable reference explains the principles of quality management in software configuration, and their
applications in the tracking and documentation of changes.
Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Digital Marketing and Entrepreneurship
Formula 4.0 for Digital Transformation
Information System Governance
ICSE'96 SCM-6 Workshop, Berlin, Germany, March 25 - 26, 1996, Selected Papers
A Guide to Configuration Management and Automation
A Strategic-Based Approach

A perennial bestseller, the Digital Avionics Handbook offers a comprehensive view of avionics.
Complete with case studies of avionics architectures as well as examples of modern systems
flying on current military and civil aircraft, this Third Edition includes: Ten brand-new
chapters covering new topics and emerging trends Significant restructuring to deliver a more
coherent and cohesive story Updates to all existing chapters to reflect the latest software and
technologies Featuring discussions of new data bus and display concepts involving retina
scanning, speech interaction, and synthetic vision, the Digital Avionics Handbook, Third Edition
provides practicing and aspiring electrical, aerospace, avionics, and control systems engineers
with a pragmatic look at the present state of the art of avionics.
This is the first digital forensics book that covers the complete lifecycle of digital evidence
and the chain of custody. This comprehensive handbook includes international procedures, best
practices, compliance, and a companion web site with downloadable forms. Written by worldrenowned digital forensics experts, this book is a must for any digital forensics lab. It
provides anyone who handles digital evidence with a guide to proper procedure throughout the
chain of custody--from incident response through analysis in the lab. A step-by-step guide to
designing, building and using a digital forensics lab A comprehensive guide for all roles in a
digital forensics laboratory Based on international standards and certifications
A comprehensive guide to the principles and practice of configuration management--the management
of software system components during updating or replacement of elements. Features of
commercially available tools are described enabling critical evaluation of their effectiveness.
Designed primarily as a reference for professional system designers and project managers, it
will also be useful to software engineering students. Covers the entire project lifecycle and
goes on to discuss topics such as version management, configuration identification, change
control, the software library, automated system building and more.
Regulatory Guide 1.169 ... Configuration Management Plans for Digital Computer Software Used in
Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants ... U.sSoftware Configuration ManagementCRC Press
Planning and Architectural Design of Integrated Services Digital Networks
Effective Teamwork, Practical Integration
The Digital Guide To Software Development
Essential Product Configuration and Lifecycle Management for Manufacturing
Learning Chef
Aircraft Digital Electronic and Computer Systems, 2nd ed
Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of essential new
technologies, information system applications, and their impact on business models and managerial
decision-making in an exciting and interactive manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the major changes
that have been made in information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening,
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closing, and Interactive Session cases.
An introduction to the principles of aircraft digital and electronic systems, this book is written for
anyone pursuing a career in aircraft maintenance engineering or a related aerospace engineering
discipline. Suitable for those studying towards licensed aircraft maintenance engineer status as part
of an EASA Part-66 or FAR-147 approved course, or those taking Aerospace Engineering City & Guilds
modules, EDEXCEL National Units, EDEXCEL Higher National Units or a Degree in aircraft engineering.
Configuration Management: Theory, Practice, and Application details a comprehensive approach to
configuration management from a variety of product development perspectives, including embedded and IT.
It provides authoritative advice on how to extend products for a variety of markets due to
configuration options.The book also describes the importanc
Software configuration management (SCM) is one of the scientific tools that is aimed to bring control
to the software development process. This new resource is a complete guide to implementing, operating,
and maintaining a successful SCM system for software development. Project managers, system designers,
and software developers are presented with not only the basics of SCM, but also the different phases in
the software development lifecycle and how SCM plays a role in each phase. The factors that should be
considered and the pitfalls that should be avoided while designing the SCM system and SCM plan are also
discussed. In addition, this third edition is updated to include cloud computing and on-demand systems.
This book does not rely on one specific tool or standard for explaining the SCM concepts and
techniques; In fact, it gives readers enough information about SCM, the mechanics of SCM, and SCM
implementation, so that they can successfully implement a SCM system.
Preparation for the DPBOK® Part 1 Examination
Implementing and Integrating Product Data Management and Software Configuration Management
Software Configuration Management Patterns
Managing the Digital Firm
Software Configuration Management Handbook, Third Edition
Configuration Management for Software
A staggering 70% of digital transformations have failed as per McKinsey. The key reason why enterprises are failing in their digital transformation journey is
because there is no standard framework existing in the industry that enterprises can use to transform themselves to digital. There are several books that speak about
technologies such as Cloud, Artificial Intelligence and Data Analytics in silos, but none of these provides a holistic view on how enterprises can embark on a digital
transformation journey and be successful using a combination of these technologies. FORMULA 4.0 is a methodology that provides clear guidance for enterprises
aspiring to transform their traditional operating model to digital. Enterprises can use this framework as a readymade guide and plan their digital transformation
journey. This book is intended for all chief executives, software managers, and leaders who intend to successfully lead this digital transformation journey. An
enterprise can achieve success in digital transformation only of it can create an IT Platform that will enable them to adopt any new technology seamlessly into
existing IT estate; deliver new products and services to the market in shorter durations; make business decisions with IT as an enabler and utilize automation in all
its major business and IT processes. Achieving these goals is what defines a digital enterprise -- Formula 4.0 is a methodology for enterprises to achieve these goals
and become digital. Essentially, there is no existing framework in the market that provides a step-by-step guide to enterprises on how to embark on their successful
digital transformation journey. This book enables such transformations. Overall, the Formula 4.0 is an enterprise digital transformation framework that enables
organizations to become truly digital.
An effective systems development and design process is far easier to explain than it is to implement. A framework is needed that organizes the life cycle activities
that form the process. This framework is Configuration Management (CM). Software Configuration Management discusses the framework from a standards
viewpoint, using the original
Software Configuration Management
Introduction to Information Security
Management Information Systems
Software Configuration Management Using Vesta
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